This document acknowledges errors, corrects some of them, and briefly reports additional relevant information that came to light only after publication.
Although the journals that published Pieri's work commonly included figures, only two of his foundations papers did. In 1904a, his last paper on real projective geometry, he displayed labeled axes three times to clarify the order of collinear points. In §3 and §5 of 1905c, his axiomatization of complex projective geometry, he used three diagrams to present properties of chains and harmonic separation, and to illustrate hyperbolic and elliptic involutions. 
Section 1.3
In paragraph Around 1875, perhaps, "Apollonius" is misspelled.
In footnote 167, "Bura" should be "Burau. "
Chapter 2 Section 2.2 In footnote 9, the Pasch citation should be 1982b.
Section 2.4
In footnote 40, "Apollonius" is misspelled. 
Section 6.5
In the 1906d entry, "21-82" should be "23-82".
Section 6.6
In item 1905b, sentence Pieri mentioned that, change "his" to "Veblen's". 
Pieri 1910
The publisher should be listed as "Litògrafo Anghinetti e Giaroli".
Change "Approximately 900 pages" to "762 pages".
Pieri 1911c
Pieri 1914
The entry should be replaced by the following text: 
Skof 1999
The title should be "Mario Pieri, Ugo Cassina". Insert "505-506" into the page range.
Tarski [1935] 1983a lacks the original publication data.
Van der Waerden should be alphabetized under V not W.
Zermelo [1908] 1970
The volume numeral should be "65".
Permissions
Archivio storico, page 460
The permission should be from the "Biblioteca 'Giuseppe Peano' of the Department of Mathematics of the University of Turin". 
